DINE DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
$35 PER GUEST

APPETIZERS | SELECT ONE

BURMESE GREEN TEA SALAD
FERMENTED GREEN TEA & KALE, LETTUCE, FRIED GARLIC, JALAPENOS, PEANUTS, SESAME SEEDS, SHRIMP POWDER | GF | *VEGAN OPTION AVAILABLE

HOT & STICKY WINGS
IMO SHOCHU BATTER, TAMARIND LIME SAUCE, SESAME SEEDS, BIRD’S EYE CHILIES, SCALLIONS, CILANTRO | GF

HUSBAND & WIFE BAO
THIN-SLICED BEEF HEART & TENDON. CHINESE CELERY, HOUSE-MADE CHILI OIL, SESAME, PEANUTS

MILK ROASTED PORK JOWL
MILK-MARINATED PORK JOWL, HELLA BIRD’S EYE CHILIES, NUOC CHAM, YUCHOY | GF

ENTRÉES | SELECT ONE

MOM’S SMOKY EGGPLANT
FIRE-ROASTED EGGPLANT, BIRD’S EYE CHILIES, SHOYU, SCALLION CONFIT | GF - V

VIETNAMESE CLAYPOT CATFISH
BLACK PEPPER CARAMEL, SOFT BOILED EGG, SALTED PORK FAT, HELLA BLACK PEPPER, SCALLION CONFIT | GF | *AVAILABLE WITHOUT PORK

MEAN GREEN CURRY CHICKEN
HOUSE-MADE GREEN CURRY PASTE, PALAPA, THAI BASIL, EGGPLANT, MOM’S PICKLES, CUCUMBERS | GF | *CURRY PASTE CONTAINS SHRIMP

DAN DAN NOODLES
FRESH RAMEN NOODLES, HOUSE-MADE CHILI OIL, BLACK VINEGAR, TINGLING SICHUAN PEPPERCORN, CRISPY PORK, GROUND PORK, YU CHOY, SESAME SEEDS | *VEGETARIAN OPTION AVAILABLE

DESSERTS | SELECT ONE

COFFEE JELLO & CREAMER
CAFÉ DU MONDE CHICORY COFFEE, VANILLA SHAVING CREAM | GF | *CONTAINS GELATIN

SUMMER MELON & GREEN STRAWBERRY SHAVED ICE
HONEYDEW & ALOE GRANITA, LAVENDER CHAREAU SAGO, LYCHEE SYRUP, MILK & HONEY ICE CREAM, PRESERVED GREENS STRAWBERRIES | GF - V

V - VEGAN | VG - VEGETARIAN | GF - GLUTEN-FREE
*CONSUMING UNDERCOOKED EGGS MAY INCREASE YOUR RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS.